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Welcome to the first edition of Kia Maro for 2017. 

Earlier last month, Disability Minister Nicky Wagner announced a transformation of the 
Disability Support System. The transformation will be based on the Enabling Good Lives 
vision and principles. It will initially focus on those receiving support from Disability 
Support Services in the MidCentral region and will begin with a three month co-design 
process with the disability service sector. This is really exciting news and I am proud that 
Enable New Zealand has the opportunity to play an instrumental role in designing a 
transformational service for the disability sector. Read more about this on page 2. 

As promised in the last edition, there is an update on page 7 about the innovative new web 
platform being built by Enable New Zealand. Our web presence will be led by FIRSTPORT, 
a comprehensive site offering information and links to a range of national information, 
services and supports, developed in collaboration with the Federation of Disability 
Information Centres. The site will be adaptive and responsive, meaning it will be easily 
viewable and accessible on a range of smart devices.

Through Kia Maro we bring stories of people living with disabilities – either themselves or 
their family members, and in this edition we have Rebecca’s observations of raising son 
Max who lives with Arthrogyposis Multiplex Congenita.

Our flagship EASIE Living & Demonstration Centre in Palmerston North celebrated its first 
Birthday in February. Thanks to everyone who visited on the day and participated in the 
celebrations. 

Scott Ambridge, General Manager, Enable New Zealand

AWARNESS DAYS THIS QUARTER 

1  April– 2  April 
Red Puppy Guide Dog Appeal 

1 April – 30 April 
IBS Awareness Month 

3-7 – April
World Autism week 

11 April 
World Parkinson’s Day 

17  April 
World Hemophilia Day 

24 April 
World Meningitis Day 

1 May – 30 May 
      Go Red for May 

Women’s Heart Awareness  Month 

    2  May 
  World Asthma Day 

 8 May – 16 May 
 Sign Language Week 

    10 May 
    World Lupus Day 

   16 May – 22 May 
 Coeliac Awareness Week 

    20 May 
  World Autoimmune Arthritis Day 

27 May 
  World Multiple Sclerosis Day 

4 April – 10 April 
Fight Stroke Week 
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Associate Health and Disability Issues Minister Nicky 
Wagner announced a three month co-design process with 
the disability sector to begin a nationwide transformation 
of the disability support system.

“The current system does not work well for all disabled 
people. What we are working toward is a new system, 
based on the Enabling Good Lives (EGL) vision and 
principles, including individualised funding,” Ms Wagner 
says.

The transformation will build on lessons learnt from EGL 
demonstrations in Waikato and Christchurch, as well as 
evidence from here and overseas. 

“Input from the disability sector will be vital throughout 
the transformation process, particularly during the design 
phase. This change is about ensuring disabled people and 
their families have greater control over their lives as well 
as the support they receive from government.”

The new system will include:

• Access to independent facilitation to assist people to be 
aspirational and feel connected to their community

• A strengths-based assessment process
• A personal budget for disability support (made up of 

funding from multiple government agencies)
• Flexibility and choice about how to use the 

personal budget, and a range of options to assist its   
management 

• Capacity building opportunities for disabled people and 
their families

• Referrals to other agencies for additional services 
including learning and income support.

“The new system will incorporate a social investment 
approach to improve outcomes for individuals and 
achieve savings over the long term. Additional funding 
has been allocated to run the co-design process, establish 
a change leadership team and collect baseline data,” Ms 
Wagner says.

The transformation will initially focus on those receiving 
support from Disability Support Services in the 
MidCentral region.

The Waikato demonstration will continue, as will the 
arrangements put in place in Christchurch when that 
demonstration finished. 

“Rolling out this new way of working will require a 
significant culture change in all parts of the disability 
support system, including Needs Assessment 
Coordination Services, providers and government 
agencies,” Ms Wagner says.

“To date, the disability support system has been more 
about the system than disabled people. The EGL 
approach makes it about the person, their strengths and 
the kind of life they want to live.” 

Cabinet is expected to consider the system design in mid-
2017.

Nicky Wagner - Disability support 
system to be transformed
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In this edition of Kia Maro, Rebecca Butcher writes about her son Max. While Max lives with a rare condition, he is a typical 15- 
year-old boy who loves skateboarding and is currently negotiating the NCEA system. Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congentia is a 
condition that occurs in around 1 in 3000 births. Its classifications extend to over 300 different types of medical conditions. 

Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congentia is a mouthful, to say the least. It is very rare and a condition that our family is very familiar 
with now. Here is a little bit about our family, the Butchers, and our son Max. My husband, Dan and I found out we were 
expecting Max when we were living in Dunedin in 2001. We had the one scan at 20 weeks, where Max was sleeping but nothing 
unusual was picked up. It wasn’t until the day of his birth, that it became apparent that he was a little stuck and not going 
anywhere, that anything seemed out of sorts.

At that time, Dan and I were both 25, and had been together for seven years. We were both really excited and probably 
unprepared for the realities of having a newborn. We really just thought it was going to be awesome! Max was eventually born 
by emergency caesarian. It was a very traumatic time, one where I can remember the smallest of details with such clarity 
yet the major events are a little fuzzy. I can remember the music that was playing in the theatre, the looks in the eyes of the 
surgeon, midwife and nurses as Max was pulled out, the panicked change of atmosphere. Yet I can’t remember any of what was 
said nor the order in which things occurred over the next few days. Max’s physical disabilities were immediately obvious. His 
arms were locked straight and his wrists twisted. One of his legs was bent up over a shoulder and the other leg was extended. 
There was definitely a bit of a panic going on in the hospital. He was whisked away to NICU (Neonatal Intensive Care Unit) with 
Dan (of course we never had read the part in the baby books where things go wrong, etc.) so it was all very scary. The physical 
problems Max had were nothing compared to his life threatening bowel atresia that was discovered on day three. 

Our first three days were a blur. I was in a bit of a ‘medically drug induced post surgery haze’. I was very positive, everything 
would be ok, taking in some of the medical jargon – the bits that I wanted to hear. As opposed to Dan, who had gone home and 
googled Max’s physical symptoms and pretty much made a tentative diagnosis. Unfortunately Arthrogryposis is an umbrella 
term that covers around 300 types, some of which are pretty severe and fatal. When Dan was down and upset, I was the 
positive one and vice versa. It has always worked this way, so we supported each other through the early days quite well.
On day three, all sorts of horrific diagnoses were bandied about, as Max was becoming quite unwell. He wasn’t able to hold 
down any milk, stopped responding to much at all and his stomach was swelling up. So much effort was being put into his 
physical presentation, that his bowel atresia was missed (an atresia is a gap in the bowel causing a complete blockage in a 
newborn baby). He was rushed up to Christchurch for lifesaving surgery on day three, where he remained for 10 days, then 
returned to the Dunedin NICU for another six weeks. 

He was a decent size baby and looked pretty huge next to all the little babes in NICU. Watching him being wheeled away by the 
Air Ambulance in this tiny incubator was pretty funny due to his size; we can laugh about it now! At eight weeks old, Max came 
home. It was a big day! A geneticist finally diagnosed Max with Arthrogryposis type Amyoplasia which is the most common 
form and the nicest and least progressive. It is purely a physical condition that looks its most severe at birth.

Having a baby diagnosed with such a rare condition was pretty tough in the first two years. I particularly struggled to attend 
Mothers’ group morning teas and in the end couldn’t face it anymore. I felt pretty bad that I resented seeing these other little 
babies meeting all the milestones that Max wasn’t going to be meeting in the near future. I ended up becoming involved with 
a great group organised by CCS Disability Action in Dunedin that had this great little group of Mums and Bubs that would meet 
several times a week for a music group and a swimming group. Many of these babies we would also see at physiotherapy and 
occupational therapy sessions at the hospital. I loved these Mums so much. I felt safe with them, I knew they ‘got me’ and I 
knew that Max was just another one of the group, no explanations needed.
  
Max is a pretty tenacious kid. He is stubborn, bright, determined but most of all, he wants to be treated equally and demands 
no special treatment! Did I mention stubborn! Frequently Max’s physiotherapist would give Max some ideas for getting off 
the floor without using his arms, he would half heartedly try, then secretly practice his own method! First steps came at age 
two. His first words didn’t really start until Max turned three, but boy has he made up for it since! Over the years, Max has had 
multiple surgeries at Starship Hospital in Auckland on his arms, and loads of physio and occupational therapy, with input from 
pediatricians, ear nose throat and orthopedic specialists. I must say, that apart from a few hiccups to start with, the medical 
care Max has received over the years has been amazing, at Dunedin and Starship and lately at Wanganui Hospital.

We have had two more children, Elsie 10 and Oscar 8. They both know exactly what Max needs and when he needs help and 
how to do it. It is completely natural for them. Max being a 15-year-old teenager has a great bunch of supportive friends. He 
loves to be active, plays soccer, breaks his collarbone multiple times falling off his skateboard, insists on taking PE at school for 
NCEA Level 1 i.e. a normal teenage boy giving his mother heart attacks on a regular basis! 

Living with Arthrogryposis Multiplex 
Congentia – A Mother’s story 
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Max is fiercely independent. He has rejected any teacher aide assistance at school, instead labouring away on his laptop in 
all of his subjects. He is desperate to be a regular teenage boy. His first day at high school terrified us all. He rocked up to 
Wanganui High School, a school of 1700 pupils, incredibly anxious and lost. I spent the week (I’m a teacher at the school) 
stalking him in between every lesson making sure he got to where he needed to be, many times quietly turning him around 
in the opposite direction in the most discrete way possible because it is so embarrassing having mum at school! Now, I see 
him confidently walking down centre court, throngs of kids all around him, most saying ‘Hi Max’ on the way past, with a great 
bunch of friends around him! Makes my heart sing seeing this! 

Max has come to really dread appointments, due to the disruption to his day and his wanting to get on with as normal a life 
as possible. So we keep the medical appointments to a minimum now and only get appointments for the most important 
reasons.

My heart feels a little heavy all the time, as I worry about Max’s future and the struggles and frustrations he goes through every 
day. But he is a pretty happy, independent person with big dreams. Our entire family adore Max, even teenage Max, and we are 
very lucky to have a big supportive extended family here in Wanganui. This rare condition that no one had heard of is now quite 
commonly known among our family and friends. We belong to a national support group that meets around the country every 
two years. These ‘meet ups’ have been a fantastic opportunity for Max to meet other children and adults with the condition. 
He has made a special bond with a couple of the older boys who pass on their ‘tricks of the trade’ so to speak! For our family, 
these weekends are a special time to speak freely, know we are completely understood and feel the most at ease we could 
possibly be. 

I try not to think too far ahead, maybe, just a year at a time. Max is in his first year of NCEA this coming year. He is such a cool 
kid, we are pretty lucky to have him!

Max about 10 days old  in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit 
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Rebecca and Max (four weeks old)  having   bonding time while in the Neonatal Intensive 
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 Max and his siblings Elsie and Oscar  
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Max with his cousin Toby (left) siblings Oscar, Elsie and cousin Greta (right).  
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Max with his cousin Toby (left) siblings Oscar, Elsie and 
cousin Greta (right). 

Max and his siblings Elsie and Oscar 
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LOOKING FOR VOLUNTEERS
Looking for Volunteers
Join the Age Friendly Palmerston North Steering Committee.

Looking for volunteers aged 55+ who are interested in joining a 
committee made of people committed to making Palmerston 
North an age friendly city.

We meet at the EASIE Living Centre (585 Main street) between 
3:15pm-4:15pm every third Thursday of the month. 

Interested to learn more? Phone Raewyn Cameron, Enable  
New Zealand Manager Community Disability Support on  
(06) 353 5899 or Donna Hedley; Alzheimers Manawatu Manager  
on (06) 357 9539.

Volunteer for the Special Olympics  
Manawatu 
Special Olympics Manawatu offers a range of interesting volunteer 
positions.  

Special Olympics New Zealand is first and foremost a sports 
organisation but it provides athletes with far more than the 
physical benefits of sport. It’s about fun, friendships and team 
spirit; it’s about a feeling of belonging, and ultimately improving 
quality of life.

Special Olympics Manawatu provides meaningful sport 
opportunities for people with intellectual disabilities. We have 
over 35 coaches and team managers in the Manawatu who 
offer regular training and competition for up to 200 athletes 
participating in the following sports. 

For more information contact: Helen Johnson
Phone: 027258558
Website: http://www.specialolympicsmanawatu.org.nz/ The friendly staff of the EASIE Living Centre will assist 

with filling out community grant applications

http://www.specialolympicsmanawatu.org.nz
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FIRSTPORT
Introducing FIRSTPORT – a collaboration between Enable New Zealand and the New Zealand Federation of Disability 
information centers to become New Zealand’s disability hub for information, services and support. FIRSTPORT enables:

• You to decide what you need, how to get it and when to ask for help
• You to connect with people in your community and share fun activities  
• Your health professionals to stay up-to-date with the latest thinking from here and overseas
• Your health professionals to request what you need from anywhere 
• Everyone to access and share information securely using any web capable device (e.g tablet, smartphone) from anywhere

What people need and want has changed and continues to do so. People want more person-centered and responsive 
services, and they like to be able to help themselves and connect with others quickly and easily. Disabled and ageing people’s 
expectations reflect the rest of the community and they are more likely to see web-based access as a gateway to independence. 
The internet provides a plethora of disability information sites of varying quality so people seek a reliable and trustworthy 
source of information that they can use with confidence.

Since 2003 the Weka website has been the trustworthy source of information for disabled New Zealanders, and over time it 
continued to evolve to meet the changing needs of the disabled and ageing communities. However WEKA is being transformed 
to support the self-management and self-determination desired by disabled and ageing people in the manner they now expect.  
Consequently, Enable New Zealand is redeveloping Weka into the comprehensive FIRSTPORT – the disability hub for 
information, services and support that will provide the authoritative evidence-based information that people currently trust 
new self-help tools and stream lined gateways to services and to their community. FIRSTPORT will show people what is possible 
and help them decide and gain access to what they need in a manner that is straight forward, streamlined and responsive to 
them as individuals. 

For further information: 
https://www.disabilityfunding.co.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/142304/Feb-2017-Firstport-brochure.pdf 

https://www.disabilityfunding.co.nz/__data/assets/pdf_file/0014/142304/Feb-2017-Firstport-brochure.pdf
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Need to hire a Scooter? 

The EASIE Living Centre offers  
competitive prices 
 Weekly hireage rate: $100

 Daily hireage rate: $20

 If required, we can provide a mobility scooter ramp as well.

 Call us on (06) 3532743 
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EASIE Living staff attended Expos in Waiouru and Waipukurau 
as well Show Your Ability in Palmerston North. We are always 
keen to attend more community events both locally and further 
afield.  Let us know if you have one coming up!

February 22nd saw us celebrate our first birthday with cake of 
course!

The EASIE Living Team - all ready for the cutting of the Birthday 
cake. Left to right: Rose Boddy, Gabriela Cretu, Bev Minchin, Raewyn 
Cameron (Manager Community Disability Support Services) Lesley 
Harrison and Marian Dean

The first two months of 2017 have been action-packed for 
EASIE Living staff in both the centre and out in the wider 
community. Some of the groups that have held meetings in 
our conference room include the following: Manawatu Deaf 
Golden Group, the Central Primary Health Organisation  
(PHO) and the New Zealand Federation of Disability 
Information Centres.  

CPR training for PHO staff in the conference room

We also had visits from an ACC Serious Injury Team and the 
Friends of St David’s group who toured the Centre.

The Manawatu Deaf Golden Group

Friends of St David’s Friendship Group

THE EASIE LIVING DEMONSTRATION 
CENTRE 
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We were delighted that Mauri Gordon popped by on our 
birthday (and had cake) as he had visited us on our official 

opening day in 2016.

Thanks to everyone who came and celebrated our birthday 
with us.

The scaffolding is finally down from the building and you 
cannot miss us now!!!!

Signage from the Car Park

EASIE Living Centre with the new signage facing Main Street

We are all excited that our newly fitted out mobile service 
van will be delivered in May. This will be stocked with 
over 140 different pieces of aids and equipment as well as 
having EFPOS and wi-fi.

More about the van in the next edition of the Kia Maro

Until then take care,

Raewyn Cameron  
Manager Community Disability Support Services 
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OPENING HOURS

Open Close
Any requests for use of facilities outside 
of these hours are at the discretion of 
Management. Additional rates apply.

Monday to Friday 9am 5pm

Saturday 10am 4pm

Sunday Closed

Please note | we are closed on statutory holidays.

HIRE CHARGES AS AT 1 JANUARY 2016

Room Community Groups (not-for-profit) Businesses or Other

Up to  
Two Hours

Half Day
9am–1pm

Full Day
9am–5pm

Up to  
Two Hours

Half Day
9am–1pm

Full Day
9am–5pm

Conference Room $50.00 $100.00 $175.00 $75.00 $125.00 $200.00

Meeting Room

One $25.00 $45.00 NA $40.00 $60.00 NA

Meeting Room Two $25.00 $45.00 NA $40.00 $60.00 NA

Charges include | Whiteboard (if available) and Wireless Internet Access

OTHER ITEMS FOR HIRE

Item Community Groups (not-for-profit) Businesses or Other

Tea and coffee $2 per person, per serving $2.50 per person, per serving

Data projector (conference room only) $5 per hour (minimum two hours) $10 per hour (minimum two hours

Laptop $5 per hour (minimum two hours $10 per hour (minimum two hours

• Please note | All prices exclude GST.
• A $50 cancelation fee applies to all bookings cancelled within the 24 hours period from the booking start time.
• Requirements for use of additional items for hire must be identified upon application. Centre staff will ensure 

identified equipment is available.

EASIE Living Conference Room is ideal for board 
meetings, presentations, workshops and training. It is 
equipped with a hearing loop, sound system, 60’’ LED 
screen that can be connected to your laptop or ours and 
an electronic whiteboard. It can seat up to 40 people.

EASIE LIVING & DEMONSTRATION 
CENTRE

MEETING ROOM HIRE

EASIE Living Meeting Room can seat up to six people, 
round table style. Both spaces are equipped with a 42” 
LED screen that can be connected to your laptop or ours 
and a conference phone. Depending on availability, an 
electronic whiteboard may be available upon request.




